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Forming a joint venture with another firm makes sense if the project requires
commitments from the partners that are far more complex and comprehensive
than anything that can be spelled out in a simple contract. This is especially true
of a longer-term arrangement that requires joint product development as well as
ongoing manufacturing and marketing. Mutual trust, and the knowledge of how
business is done in Mexico, are essential elements in such arrangements.

LICENSING AND CROSS-LICENSING

These are arrangements allowing companies to benefit from each other's
technologies and processes. While the volume of licensing and cross-licensing
arrangements between Canadian and Mexican companies is not as large as
between Mexican and American companies, the numbers are growing as more
companies use Mexican operations as a base to reach markets in the rest of
Latin America.

CROSS- OR CO-MANUFACTURING AGREEMENTS

These are a form of cross-licensing in which companies agree to manufacture one
another's products. Co-manufacturing may be combined with co-marketing or co-
promotion agreements, through which companies cooperate to advertise and sell
each other's products. A comprehensive cooperative agreement could involve
cross-licensing, a shared promotion campaign, or even the formation of a joint
venture to market each other's products. Most do not involve licences or royalties,
but some rights to the product may be worked into the agreement.

CO-MARKETING

This is also done on the basis of a fee or percentage of sales. For companies
wanting to enter new markets, a co-marketing agreement is an effective way to
take advantage of existing distribution networks and an ally's knowledge of local
markets. It allows firms with complementary products to fill out a product line
while avoiding expensive and time-consuming development.

JOINT PRODUCTION AGREEMENT

In this type of agreement, companies cooperate to produce goods. These
agreements enable firms to optimize the use of their own resources, to share
complementary resources and to take advantage of economies of scale. Companies
may cooperate to make components or even entire products. Many foreign
engineering firms have entered joint-production agreements with domestic firms
that have manufacturing expertise. In the auto and telecommunications
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